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Abstract
This study w as designed to compare the relevance of self-report questionnaires and
performance-based tests to assess movement imagery ability in sports. Participants
included elite and novice athletes, from fencing, judo and wrestling, who completed a
self-report, the Movement I magery Questionnaire – Revised (MIQ-R; Hall & Martin, 1997),
and tw o performance-based tests, the Movement I magery Specific Test (MI ST), and the
Mental Rotation Test (MRT; Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978). There was no significant effect of
the expertise v ariable on the MIQ-R performance, although the results yielded a positive
effect of expertise on the MIST and on the MRT. Besides, results showed no correlations
between the MIQ-R and the MIST, or between the MIQ-R and the MRT. However, we
found a correlation between the MIST and the MRT. These findings are in line with
research dissociating

imagery measured by self-reports and spatial ability assessed

through performance-based tests, and are discussed in terms of their implication in using
self-report questionnaires in experimental psychology in general, and to assess
movement imagery ability in sports in particular.
Keywords: mov ement imagery ability, visuospatial abilities, performance-based tests,
self-report questionnaires, sport performance.

Background
Motor imagery can be defined as the result of conscious access to motor
representations, normally non-conscious w hile performing an action (Jeannerod,
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1995). Thus, motor representations appear to be inv olv ed in different processes such
as performing or v isualizing an action, as w ell as w atching one‟s performance,
planning or v erbalizing an action, and ev en observ ing an object commonly
associated w ith a particular action (see Decety, 2002, for a rev iew ; Jeannerod, 1994,
2001). Research on the relationship betw een motor imagery and sport performance
has been rather extensiv e and productiv e ov er the last few decades. The rev iew of
these studies has show n an effectiv e enhancement of performance w ith the use of
multiple imagery techniques (Driskell, Copper, & Moran, 1994), consistent w ith
research findings in a motor context (see Grèzes & Decety, 2001, for a rev iew ). Also,
different perspectiv es (first or third person) and modalities (mainly v isual or
kinesthetic), w hich should not be confused (Morris, Spittle, & Watt, 2005), hav e been
identified. Perspectiv es refer to w hether imagery is experienced form inside or
outside one‟s body, w hereas modalities refer to the perceptual experience.
Although first-person perspectiv e and kinesthetic imagery, on one hand, and thirdperson perspectiv e and v isual imagery, on the other, are commonly associated w ith
one another; recent w ork show ed that third person perspectiv e seems to fav or
kinesthetic modality (Callow & Hardy, 2004).
Furthermore, it has been show n that motor imagery, regardless of perspectiv e or
modality, leads to better performance on v arious motor tasks, and that the
combination of motor imagery and physical practice systematically show s an
enhancement of motor performance, greater than or at least equal to physical
practice alone (Feltz & Landers, 1983; Driskell, Copper, & Moran, 1994). Also, to
optimize subsequent improv ements, motor imagery characteristics should be close
to those of physical execution (Roure et al., 1998).
Follow ing

these

findings,

cognitiv e

psychology

experiments

and

indiv idual

differences studies hav e found that imagery ability could influence

motor

performance (Yaguez et al., 1998), as w ell as motor accuracy (Lorey et al., 2010). I n
sports, research has show n that athletes could improv e their imagery ability w ith an
appropriate

training focused on that particular

purpose

(Weinberg, 2008),

suggesting that imagery ability, like spatial abilities (Lohman & Nichols, 1990; Leone,
Taine, & Droulez, 1993), is partly genetically determined but also improv able w ith
practice. Besides, recent studies hav e show n a relationship betw een motor practice
and mental rotation processes (Jansen, Titze, & Heil, 2009), and betw een elite
performance in sports and mental rotation ability (Moreau, Mansy-Dannay, Clerc, &
Guerrien, submitted for publication), suggesting that motor practice and spatial
abilities dev elopment are closely related.
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Thereby, experimenters in cognitiv e psychology, as w ell as in sport psychology, hav e
w orked on dev eloping suitable tools and tests to measure imagery ability related to
mov ements. To that end, I saac, Marks and Russell (1986) designed the Viv idness of
Mov ement I magery Questionnaire (VMI Q). Thereafter, Hall and Pongrac (1983) built
the Mov ement I magery Questionnaire (MI Q) to assess v isual and kinesthetic
mov ement imagery ability. This test is actually a self-report w ith 18 mov es to execute
and then v isualize. Subjects are asked to rate their ow n performance on the
v isualization task based upon their ow n opinion, on a sev en-point rating scale,
v arying from „v ery easy to see/to feel‟ to „v ery hard to see/to feel‟. Validity and
reliability of the MI Q hav e been confirmed by Hall, Pongrac and Buckolz (1985), and
Atienza, Balaguer, and Garcia-Merita (1994).

These

authors

found internal

consistency coefficients of respectiv ely .87 and .89 for the v isual scale and .91 and
.88 for the kinesthetic scale. Test -retest coefficients w ere identical in both studies
(.83).
From the MI Q, Hall and Martin (1997) dev eloped the Mov ement I magery
Questionnaire-Rev ised (MI Q-R), w hich is a shortened v ersion including only eight
items (four v isual and four kinesthetic items) and suppressing difficult or redundant
mov es. The purpose w as to reduce the testing time in order to fav or larger studies.
They found a significant correlation betw een both tests and concluded that the
MI Q-R is a relev ant v ersion of the MI Q (Hall & Martin, 1997). Consequently, this test
has been used by many experimenters and coaches in the sport field. Furthermore,
studies show ed that subjects w ith a good imagery ability assessed by self-reports
learn new mov es faster than subjects w ith low imagery ability (Goss, Hall, Buckolz, &
Fishburne, 1986), and that they are more accurate w hile executing precise mov es
(Hall, Buckolz, & Fishburne, 1989), emphasizing the importance of assessing imagery
ability among athletes, for instance.
How ev er, this kind of test relies completely on participants‟ objectiv ity and selfperception of their ow n performance. I n fact, the introspectiv e nature of this test
raises tw o experimental problems. Firstly, participants might not be w illing to
div ulgate information about their imagery processes, purposely or because it w ould
not meet the researcher‟s expectations. This can be conscious or non-conscious. This
is obv iously common to all self-report assessments, but it has to be taken into
consideration w hen interpreting results. Secondly, and although participants might
try to take the test as honestly as they can, there is still a part of mental imagery
ability processes being possibly non-conscious (Morris, Spittle, & Watt, 2005), and thus
difficult if not impossible to access through self-perception.
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Moreover, performance-based tests hav e been popularly used in experimental
psychology to measure spatial abilities. I n fact, mental imagery and spatial abilities
hav e been assessed through parallel, yet distinguished w ays. Thus, research on
mental imagery traditionally used questionnaire and v iv idness scales, w hereas
experimental designs assessing indiv idual differences in spatial ability focused on
performance-based tests (Hegarty & Waller, 2005). Factorial studies constantly show
no correlation betw een the former and the latter (Richardson, 1977, 1983; Kosslyn,
Brunn, Cav e, & Wallach, 1984; Poltrock & Agnoli, 1986). How ev er, recent study by
Burton and Fogarty (2003), has found that the relationship betw een self-report
measurements and spatial tests is stimuli-dependent. Thus, they reported a
relationship betw een these tw o types of measures w hen the items to imagine are
similar to those inv olv ed in spatial ability tasks. These results are consistent w ith Dean
and Morris findings (1991) show ing that imagery q uestionnaires based on geometric
figures are more likely than traditional self-reports to yield correlations w ith spatial
tasks that contains the same kind of shapes. I n fact, traditional self-report
questionnaires seem to tap into different processes, fav oring the recall of familiar
objects or scenes prev iously stored into long-term memory.

Research question
The aim of the present study is to determine the relevance of self-report questionnaires
and performance-based tests for assessing movement imagery ability in sports. On a
broader perspectiv e, w e w ill also discussed self-reports questionnaires‟ use in
experimental psychology. To this purpose, w e w orked w ith athletes from three
different sports, w ell-know n for their important training focused on mental repetition:
fencing, judo and w restling. Athletes w ere either elite (at least ranked at the
Olympics, World championship, and/or European championship) or nov ices (no
significant result in competition). I ndeed, elite athletes show outstanding motor
processes and though w orking w ith them seemed quite relev ant w hen assessing
motor representations modalities. We compared results from three different tests: a
self-report questionnaire, the MI Q-R, and tw o performance-based tests, the
Mov ement I magery Specific Test (MI ST, Moreau, Mansy-Dannay, Clerc, & Guerrien,
under rev iew ) and the Mental Rotation Test (MRT, Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978).

Method
Participants
Sixty participants (mean age = 22.8 years; range: 18-29) v olunteered to take part in
this study. Half of them w ere elite athletes, w ho had participated in an international
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championship. They w ere recruited in sev eral federal sport institutions to w hich w e
w ere granted access. The remaining half w as composed of nov ice athletes, w ho
had practiced their sport for one year or less, and mostly had not participated in any
competition.

They w ere

recruited in local

affiliated clubs.

There

w as

no

compensation of any kind for participating in the study. The distribution for each of
the three sports w as as follow s: tw enty athletes (fiv e elite males, fiv e elite females,
fiv e nov ice males, fiv e nov ice females). Particular precautions w ere taken to hav e
comparable mean ages betw een groups (elites mean age = 22.3 years, nov ices
mean age = 23.3 years), since this factor can significantly affect imagery ability. I n
fact, spatial ability performance has been show n to increase until the age of 18 and
drop dow n radically after 40 (Schroeder & Salthouse, 2004; Kirasic & Allen, 1985).
Besides age, w e ensured that athletes w ere not inv olv ed in particular activ ities
related to higher spatial abilities, such as particular jobs (see Halpern & Collaer, 2005;
and Hegarty & Waller, 2005, for rev iew s), or v ideogames playing (Boot, Kramer,
Simons, Fabiani, & Gratton, 2008); and that nov ice athletes w ere not elites in any
other sport. All athletes w ere nativ e French speakers.
All participants w ere tested in accordance w ith local law s and regulations, as w ell as
w ith

American

Psychological

Association

standards

of

ethics.

To

ensure

confidentiality, subjects w ere informed that all data set that could identify them
w ould be replaced by participants‟ codes.
Materials and procedure
We used the French v ersion of the original MI Q-R (Lorant & Nicolas, 2004), the MI ST
and the MRT to assess imagery ability. These three tasks, as w ell as their specific
testing and scoring procedures, are detailed below :
Movement Imagery Questionnaire-Revised (MI Q-R, Hall & Martin, 1997)
We used the French v ersion of the MI Q-R, relev ant translation of the eight items
questionnaire and its directions, w hich has been found to be both v alid and reliable
(Lorant & Nicolas, 2004). There w as no time constraint for this test. Participants w ere
aw are that they could take as long as they needed in order to complete the
questionnaire. We asked them to execute a mov ement, and then imagine it either
v isually („attempt to see yourself making the mov ement just performed...‟) or
kinesthetically („attempt to feel yourself making the mov ement just performed …‟).
They w ere asked to rate the quality of the imagined mov ements on a sev en-point
scale v arying from „v ery hard to see/to feel‟ (one) to „v ery easy to see/to feel‟
(sev en). We obtained a total score by summing all their responses. Therefore, the
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maximum score w as 56. How ever, and for further analysis, w e also differentiated
v isual and kinesthetic scores, by summing the respectiv e v isual or kinesthetic items.
Consequently, v isual and kinesthetic could range from 4 to 28.
Movement Imagery Specific Test (MI ST, Moreau, Mansy-Dannay, Clerc, & Guerrien,
under rev iew )
Three different v ersions of the MI ST exist , presenting different items depending on the
sport speciality (fencing, judo or w restling). Each test is based on tw enty v erbal items,
each describing an original situation, and inv olv ing production, transformation and
retention of spatial patterns specific to each sport. From that situation, a particular
answ er is expected (see table 1). There nev er is more than one correct answ er per
item. We ensured that the situations described w ere highly meaningful for all
athletes, including nov ices. Thus, w e w anted to av oid yielding any differences
betw een elites and nov ices based on their understanding of the task. Although
cognitiv e efforts required to solv e each problem can be challenging, these items are
fairly easy to picture for the purpose of selecting the best and quickest answ ers. We
considered this factor prior to the experiment by w orking on different v ersions of the
test w ith competent national coaches from the three sports concerned. Therefore,
the stimuli are not v isual but v erbal, because w e w anted to av oid any mistakes
arising by using v isual indefinite pictures to represent athletes in action. Hav ing
sentences w ith an international and w ell-know n terminology commonly used by
athletes during their acquisition and learning processes av oids any unsettling
confusion. No particular instruction w as prov ided concerning the perspectiv e (first or
third person) and the modality (v isual or kinesthetic) to be used by the participants.
Furthermore, w e tried to optimize the time constraint. For that purpose, w e first tested
some participants w ho w ere not inv olv ed in the experiment (pilot study), in order to
specify the length of the test. Regarding this pilot study, w e decided to giv e three
minutes to solv e this tw enty-item task. We scored the test giv ing one point for each
correct answ er and zero point w hen the answ er w as blank or w rong. Consequently,
the maximum possible score w as 20. The MI ST has been standardized, and its v alidity
and reliability hav e been confirmed in a prev ious study (Moreau, Mansy-Dannay,
Clerc, & Guerrien, under rev iew ).
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Table 1: Examples of items for each v ersion of the MI ST.
MIST Fencing
Starting from an engagement in sixte w ith my opponent w hose left hand is armed. I f I
am performing a lunge, am I in his/her parry of quarte or sixte?
□ Quarte
□ Sixte
MIST Judo
I am performing juji-gatame on my opponent‟s right arm. Which of my legs is holding
his head dow n?
□ Right
□ Left
MIST Wrestling
I am performing an ankle lace to my opponent‟s left. Which of his ankles is on the
top of the other?
□ Right
□ Left
Mental Rotation Test (MRT, Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978)
We used a printed v ersion of the MRT, including tw o sets of ten problems each,
based on Shepard and Metzler (1971) stimuli (tw o different v ersions of this test exist in
the literature, one w ith 20 and the other w ith 24 items). We limited the testing time to
three minutes for each set of 10 problems, separated by a fiv e-minute break.
According to Albaret and Aubert (1996), w e gav e tw o points for tw o right answ ers,
one point if the athlete answ ered just half of the item and the answ er w as correct,
and zero point if there w as one or tw o mistake(s).We chose not to collect reaction
times, since this v ariable w as not relev ant for comparison betw een different tasks
and designs.
Participants performed each task in a quiet room and w ere giv en detailed and
standardized instructions about the three tests prior to each session. They took the
Mental Rotation Test first, in order to av oid inducing embodied solv ing strategies by
contamination from any of the tw o other tests. I ndeed, research has show n that
w hen instructions emphasize on endogenous motor strategies for solv ing mental
rotation inv olv ing geometric shapes, premotor and motor cortex activ ation w as
found, but not w hen participants w ere asked to use exogenous strategies (Kosslyn,
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Thompson, Wraga, & Alpert, 2001). Thus, using body -related items might result in
motor cortex activ ation in a subsequent mental rotation object-based task (Wraga,
Thompson, Alpert, & Kosslyn, 2003).

Results
We used different statistical tools in order to yield relev ant features of the MI Q-R, the
MI ST and the MRT. We present descriptiv e statistics, analyses of v ariance, and finally
correlation and regression analyses in this section.
Descriptiv e Statistics
Descriptiv e statistics are displayed in table 2. Elite athletes performed better than
nov ices regardless of the task. This is especially v isible by comparing performances in
the MRT and the MI ST. High standard dev iations in MRT scores for elites and for the
w hole sample are due to gender differences.
Table 2: Summary of descriptiv e statistics for elite and nov ice groups and for the
w hole sample

Lev el
Elite
Task

Nov ice

All

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

MRT

23.7

8.97

11.7

3.44

17.5

8.94

MI ST

16.2

2.99

7.0

1.83

11.6

5.25

MI Q-R

50.3

3.68

42.4

6.67

46.4

6.65

A better perspectiv e on MRT, MI ST and MI Q-R performances, for each group (elite
males, elite females, nov ice males, nov ice females), can be inferred from figure 1.
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Figure 1: MRT, MI ST and MI Q-R performances depending on expertise and gender
v ariables.
Analyses of v ariance
We specified prev ious findings by conducting an ANOVA for each test. Prior to these
statistical analyses, assumptions on normality and on the homogeneity of v ariances
w ere v erified for each sample (Kolmogorov -Smirnov and Lev ene‟s tests being nonsignificant, in all cases).
MIQ-R. The interaction betw een expertise and gender v ariables did not reach
significance v alue (F(1,48)=.24, p=.62). These results contrast w ith MI ST and MRT data
presented below .
MIST. Elite athletes scored better than nov ices regardless of gender (F(1,48)=309,03,
p<.001, 2 =0,87). The difference males–females w as significant (F(1,48)=19,88, p<.001,

2=0,29), although it is important to consider the difference betw een elites and
nov ices as w ell, since the level by gender interaction w as significant (F(1,48)=9,35,
p<.05, 2 =0,16). Thus, elite males (M=18.2; SD=1.70) performed constantly higher than
elite females (M=14.3; SD=2.71), regardless of sport (Tukey‟s test significant, p<.001).
MRT. The MRT show ed similar results. The ANOVA yielded a main effect of expertise
(F(1,48)=134.54, p<.001, 2 =0.74), and a main effect of gender (F(1,48)=77.71, p<.001,

2=0.62). Besides, the interaction betw een expertise and gender rev ealed a stronger
effect of expertise for males than females (F(1,48)=49.36, p<.001, 2 =0.51).
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Correlation matrices and regression analyses
We conducted correlation and regression analyses in order to specify the relation
betw een the three tests considered.
Correlation matrices on the elite group show ed non-significant v alues of r for MI Q-R
and MRT v ariables (r(30) = .13, n.s.) and for MI Q-R and MI ST v ariables (r(30) = .050,
n.s.). When w e separated the v isual and the kinesthetic components, w e still
obtained non-significant r v alues (r(30) = .12, n.s., for MI Q-R Visual/MRT; r(30) = -.005,
n.s., for MI Q-R Visual/MI ST; r(30) = .09, n.s., for MI Q-R Kinesthetic/MRT; and r(30) = .11,
n.s., for MI Q-R Kinesthetic/MI ST). How ev er, the correlation betw een MRT and MI ST
w as significant (r(30) = .79, p < .001).
Analyses performed on the nov ice group yielded similar results. Correlation matrices
on this group show ed non-significant v alues of r for MI Q-R and MRT v ariables (r(30) = .11, n.s.) and for MI Q-R and MI ST v ariables (r (30) = -.35, n.s.). Ev en w hen the v isual
and the kinesthetic components w ere processed separately, w e noticed nonsignificant r v alues (r(30) = -.09, n.s., for MI Q-R Visual/MRT; r(30) = -.35, n.s., for MIQ-R
Visual/MI ST; r(30) = -.12, n.s., for MI Q-R Kinesthetic/MRT; and r(30) = -.29, n.s., for MI Q-R
Kinesthetic/MI ST). How ever, and as for the elite group, the correlation betw een MRT
and MI ST w as significant (r(30) = .48, p < .001).
Results of the correlation analyses led us to perform multiple regression analyses on
the data. A summary of regression analyses for v ariables predicting MI Q-R
performance is displayed in table 3. Neither the MI ST nor the MRT w as a significant
predictor of the MI Q-R performance, regardless of the subgroups considered. These
results w ill be discussed in the next section.
Table 3: Summary of regression analyses for v ariables predicting MI Q-R performance
Variable

β

SE β

R2

F

p

Elites
MI ST

.050

.189

.002

.07

.79

MRT

.129

.187

.017

.47

.49

MI ST

-.346

.177

.120

3.81

.06

MRT

-.112

.187

.013

.36

.55

Nov ices
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Discussion and conclusion
The main aim of this research w as to compare the relev ance of self -report
questionnaires, w idely use in sport‟s research, and performance-based tests to assess
mov ement imagery ability in sports. Particular results gathered for that purpose
prov ide us w ith sev eral key-points to answ er the issue.
First of all, w e did not find any correlation betw een the MI Q-R and the MRT. I n fact,
this could be expected since a large body of research has show n that imagery
assessed v ia self-report questionnaires and spatial abilities assessed through
performance-based tests are unrelated, as detailed prev iously in this paper. I ndeed,
our findings add to the grow ing amount of literature differentiating these abilities in
the field of v isuospatial cognition.
Second, w e did not observ e any correlation betw een the MI Q-R and the MI ST.
Although this is consistent w ith the distinction betw een questionnaires and
performance-based tests, it should be noted that the MI ST items are sport-specific, as
opposed to the prev iously discussed MRT items (geometric shapes). Thus, the
presentation modalities in the MI Q-R and in the MI ST are similar, that is, both tests
imply recoding mov ements or successions of mov ements from v erbal sentences
describing a specific situation. One of t he differences lies w ithin the response
modality, self-report or actual accurate answ er, respectiv ely. Another distinction is
the specificity of the tests. Although prov iding a MI ST v ersion for ev ery sport or activ ity
might be difficult, assessing mov ement in elite athletes through the MI Q-R containing
general and sport-unrelated items can only generate rough insights into athletes‟
motor representations, hence not particularly meaningful for coaches and
instructors.
How ev er, w e found a significant correlation betw een the MI ST and the MRT (both
performance-based tests), the former assessing mov ement imagery and the latter
assessing mental rotation. This means that w hat is being measured by both tests
shares a common v ariance, implying that they tap into si milar processes, at least
partly, or that they are influenced by a common factor. Thus, both of these tests
show ed a significant positiv e effect of expertise lev el in sport, elite athletes scoring
higher, tending to prov e that abilities measured through these tests are more
important and preeminent for actual motor execution and performance.
Furthermore, MI ST results show substantial differences betw een elite and nov ice
athletes. These differences w ere expected since the task is highly related to their
ev eryday practice. We also found significant gender differences for elites but not for
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nov ices. These results w ere found w ith MRT performance as w ell, supporting research
on spatial ability and mental rotation w hich fav ors males in almost any experimental
design (see Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995; and Peters et al., 1995, for rev iew s).
How ev er, these differences w ere not v isible in MI Q-R results. Elite athletes seem to be
more sev ere and strict regarding their introspectiv e experience. I ndeed, they did not
outscore nov ices. This might occur because they actually know w hat a high lev el of
imagery w ould „look like‟ or „feel like‟, and so they might consider, for example,
“somew hat easy to see/feel” w hat nov ices might refer as “very easy to see/feel”.
Besides, some nov ices might hav e no precise idea of w hat is a clear and relev ant
mental image, ev en though they might try to be as objectiv e as possible.
Consequently, they may judge themselv es competent in their ow n subjectiv e
referential, although their mental images may be poor and inefficient.
Altogether, these results prov ide further evidence for dissociation betw een imagery
ability traditionally assessed through self-report questionnaires, and spatial ability
experimental measurements inv olv ing performance-based tests. I n fact, assessing
imagery ability exclusiv ely through self-reports seem irrelev ant to us, for the
subjectiv e v ariable induced v ia introspection cannot be controlled. How ev er, w e do
not argue here for rejecting this range of testing tools, but w e believ e that w hat is
being measured by them is sometimes mistaken. One possible answ er to that matter
w ould be to pair them w ith self-esteem questionnaires, in order to control the
introspectiv e parameter in the experimental design.
Moreover, performance-based tests such as those presented in this paper bring up a
few problems as w ell. Thus, they imply a non-direct measure of spatial abilities and
imagery ability, through responses being correct or not. Cognitiv e processes inv olv ed
to perform w ell in these tasks, as w ell as strategies used, might v ary from one
participant to another (Just & Carpenter, 1985), w hich has already raised some issues
in the v isuospatial cognition field. This can be partly controlled by asking participants
about w hich particular strategies they used to perform a task, and compare them
w ith their performance, along w ith completing such data by neuroimaging
techniques.
I n fact, more research inv olv ing imagery and spatial ability is needed to precise the
relationship betw een the former and the latter, and to rev eal and define their
distinctions and similarities, in order to build a comprehensiv e model of human
spatial abilities and imagery processes. For example, correlations data betw een
v arious spatial tasks and imagery tests, as w ell as results from the neurosciences
research, should allow a better insight into that particular field.
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I n conclusion, spatial abilities can include imagery assessed through self-report
questionnaires as a distinguished category, but emphasis has to be put on
comparing similar items modalities (Burton & Fogarty, 2003), and also on prov iding
complementary measurements, such as self-confidence questionnaires, in order to
control part of the subjectiv e trait inherent to this kind of tests. Besides, w ithin the
mov ement imagery paradigm these questionnaires should be supplemented by
different modalities of measures, such as performance-based tests, to ensure an
objectiv e and complete assessment of one‟s ability to generate, maintain and
manipulate motor images.
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